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Welcome

Where we’ve
come from and
where we’re going

We can see our child thriving at KPS.
(100% of prospective parents see their child thriving at KPS,
according to an Open Day survey, April 2020.)

Written by Mr Vanni, former Headmaster (2018 – 2020)

No one can deny that the 2019-20
academic year was like no other. A year
which started with such optimism and
joy across the whole school suddenly
morphed into something wholly
unexpected - a coronavirus-induced
hibernation, from which we are still
recovering. The autumn term was one
of real hope and excitement as we threw
ourselves into our second year with new
teachers and friends joining us. There
was a genuine sense that as a school we
were growing up and beginning to fill
the space around us. We had academic
and enrichment trips to Belgium, Naples,
Montpellier, Iceland and the Dolomites
to look forward to, while plans were afoot
for a first school venture out to China. In
the end, while the choir tour to Belgium
and the ski trip to Italy did happen, other
trips were rescheduled, and China…well,
that’s still a work in progress. In the
Sixth Form, the focus was very much on
university applications, interviews, and
making plans that would resonate for
years to come. These plans are still very
much all in play.

groups pressed ahead, helping us
to continue the process of weaving
together the fabric of life throughout the
school. Over the last couple of weeks
of June, we saw the following (virtually
and socially distanced, of course!): a
sports day, a summer concert, and an
end-of-year art exhibition. In addition,
students in Years 7 and 8 also enjoyed a
cross-curricular enrichment programme
inspired by the Duke of Edinburgh
Scheme, reinforcing the notion that
profound learning experiences can take
place away from a computer screen –
even during a global pandemic. For
most, all of this took place shortly after
undertaking remotely the full gambit of
internal exams. For our students in Years
11 and 13, however, lessons continued
with a dogged sense of determination,
all with one steely eye on the somewhat
distant and hypothetical prospect of
sitting public examinations in the
autumn. This is no mean feat when
you think about it - to remain focussed
and motivated in the most unique of
circumstances.

Since lockdown hit us in March, a great
many things have changed, but in some
ways perhaps less so than we might have
thought. Lessons and the full school
timetable continued apace; students had
their daily and weekly tutor meetings;
and everyone stayed connected with
friends through clubs, house meetings,
and a variety of fun online challenges.
Assemblies and the co-curricular
programme continued in a streamlined
way. Initiatives that criss-crossed year

This time last year, I reflected on the
personal growth and development I had
seen from students over the course of
our first year here. I felt that students
had grown in maturity, developing
increasingly sophisticated critical
thinking skills and more nuanced
creative faculties.
As I reflect on this most extraordinary
school year, I see further personal
growth and development, but this time

in terms of students’ resilience: their grit
and their adaptability. The same is true
of our staff. We have all learnt so much
from these experiences; lessons that
we were not expecting, but which will
stand us in good stead as we continue
on our own personal journeys. Indeed,
when I speak to prospective parents
looking around the school and attending
open evenings, I often talk about
traits of character, such as flexibility
and determination, as being essential
tools for the young learners of today
who will grow into the professionals of
tomorrow. These traits are vital if this
current generation of students is to
shape the future of the world, hopefully
making it a profoundly better place.
Without realising it, perhaps what we are
living through will make all of us more
successful agents in this quest.
It is with this thought that I say farewell
to Kensington Park School. As I move
on to new pastures, I do so with a dual
sense of sadness and quiet satisfaction. I
am sad because I love this school and all
that we have created over such a short
space of time. I feel quietly satisfied,
however, because I know that the KPS
student-type is already there for all to
see: courteous and urbane, creative and
clear thinking, adaptable and strong.
KPS students have what it takes to take
control of their own lives and to make a
positive difference to others. Surely this
is something we should all aspire to.
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KPS prepares a student for life.
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Hello from the
Marketing team

Welcome

Written by Miss Smart, Marketing Coordinator

Welcome to our second annual
publication of @KPS magazine.
I’m delighted to have joined this
wonderful, inspiring school in the midst
of the lockdown period, and am so
pleased to have been able to work with
our teaching and support staff to put
together this year’s magazine.
This uplifting and challenging year
has really allowed us as a school to pull
together and strengthen our bond as a

community- both inside and outside the
school gates. It has been great to share
stories from students joining our lessons
remotely, some from other continents,
and to hear how they have adapted to
this term’s new style of online learning.
Equally, to be able to share stories
from teachers on how they have found
new and innovative methods to deliver
lessons in engaging ways has also been
inspiring.
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From a new joiner perspective, I
have been welcomed warmly with
open virtual arms and already feel
thrilled to be part of this modern and
energetic school. I’ve received a truly
positive impression from the staff who
have worked collectively to continue
providing first class education to our
students, and from the students whose
energy and dedication to their studies
and to KPS as their school community
has really shone through. As a marketing
professional, I am eager to share with
our community what a remarkable
and unique school KPS is. I invite our
families, students, community members
and prospective families to take the
opportunity to be involved with KPS life
and gain an insight into what goes on in
our classrooms. Follow us on our social
media accounts, see the school news
unfold on our new website, and send us
your own stories and tales of what KPS
means to you and your family.
Thank you to all who have contributed to
this year’s publication. We look forward
to another brilliant and productive one
ahead!
.

Share your positive KPS stories and
achievements which you think we
should shout out about by emailing
goodnews@kps.co.uk.

@KPS
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KPS CAN
Written by Miss Martin
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At KPS, one of our most popular
lunchtime clubs is KPS CAN, or
Community Action Network. As the
name suggests, the club encourages
students to work together to raise
money for charity and promote
sustainability throughout the school.
This year we have been raising money for the North Paddington Food Bank which
provides support to people in our local community. Besides regular collections of
food to donate, the students have been impressively creative in their fundraising
efforts. This academic year we have raised over £2000 which has been greatly
received by the independent charity.

A group of students in Year 9 used their
entrepreneurial skills to set up a weekly
hot chocolate stand at break time. They
sourced their own recyclable cups,
hot chocolate powder and a variety of
toppings that changed on a weekly basis
following feedback from their customers.
Over the course of a term, they raised
over £200.
On the last Friday of half-term, the Lower
School took part in a 5km sponsored
walk in Hyde Park. Making the most of
the space on our doorstep, the route was
planned around the Round Pond and
through the trees. The late October sun
was out and every student completed
the walk at their own pace, enjoying a
stroll in the park with their friends whilst
raising over £600 for the food bank.
One of the most popular charity
events of the year was the return of the
Valentine’s Candygrams! The students
bought love hearts with notes attached
to write messages to their friends
about why they value each other. These
were delivered during tutor time on
Valentine’s Day and raised over £200
for the food bank, whilst also bringing
smiles to the students’ faces.

As part of Mental Health Awareness
week, in conjunction with the PSHE
team, activities were organised to raise
money for The Charlie Waller Memorial
Trust, a charity working to encourage
young people to talk openly about
their feelings and learn how to manage
mental health challenges that they may
face. From own clothes day to a film
screening of “Inside Out” in the school
theatre, over £200 was made.
One of this year’s projects has been to
increase recycling in the school. A group
of students organised a promotional
campaign to raise awareness of what
could be done around school to increase
recycling, creating informative posters
and holding an assembly to explain
how and why their campaign was
important. The students prepared a quiz
for tutor groups to complete together
on Global Recycling Day. The group
are responsible for monitoring and
emptying the recycling bins around the

school every week and have noticed a
significant increase in the usage of the
bins provided. Their work has helped
us to achieve Silver Eco School status,
building on the bronze award that we
earnt last year.

A huge well done to
our students for their
creativity and the
initiative they have
employed to raise
awareness for numerous
local causes, as well
as hugely impressive
amounts of money!
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Computer Science

Computer
Science
moves online!
Written by Mr Sundaram

This year students have been developing confidence
in safe online communication, and have been learning
the building blocks of Python: a programming
language at the forefront of technology.

Year 7 and 8 have also been learning
about robotics: students have built
robots with different sensors, such as
colour sensors and sonic sensors, to
move around a road.
Our students have designed robots that
have different functions: while one robot
can walk and talk, another has wheels
instead of legs, but has a more detailed
arm and hand movement to pick things
up. Students have also programmed the
robots to move in different directions
and react to sensors with movement and
voice.
One of our more advanced robots has
been programmed to speak and react to
certain actions. Built by one of our Year
8 students, our Lego robot will drive
forward and, if it bumps into something,
will apologise, reverse, turn around and
drive away.

This innovative robot has a touch sensor
built-in at the front, and as the robot is
made out of Lego, the sensors can be
moved around. Students recorded their
voices on the computer and uploaded
them onto the robot. They then wrote
code to say that if the touch sensor is
triggered, the voice recording will be
played.
With the combination of voice
and movement, the robot looks as
if it is reacting as a human would.
Congratulations to our builder and
programmer team, Nikolay and Costa,
whose teamwork has resulted in an
incredibly impressive end-product.
In the summer term, students were able
to try creating vector art with Adobe
Illustrator; these images will be used to

make maps for our robots to navigate.
Having access to multiple industry-level
programmes has really enhanced our
students’ ability to learn and explore
technology from their classrooms.
In our Sixth Form, beyond the scope
of the computer science curriculum,
students have been writing encryption
routines in Python. They have then
written programs that will send an
encrypted message from one computer
to another. We are now optimising
this code and looking at more robust
encryption algorithms!
Looking to the future, we hope to
integrate our Lower School and Sixth
Form projects, which could result in
robots sending encrypted messages to
each other!
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Creative Arts 2019 – 2020
Written by Miss Piggott and the Creative Arts faculty
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The Arts

Drama and Theatre
Studies

Scan me for
Virtual Art Exhibition videos

Scan me for
Drama interview videos

As we look ahead to the changing,
and possibly challenging, new world
of theatre and the arts, the summer
term is a chance to reflect on the
successes and positives of the last year.
In December, Kensington Park School
presented our first production of the
year, ‘Murder Around The Christmas
Tree’, written and directed by Miss
Piggott and performed by a small group
of Year 9 to 13 students. The show sold
out and was deemed an incredible
success by staff, students and parents
alike - bravo to all those who were
involved!

In January, KS3 students started
rehearsals for our much-anticipated
spring production of Bugsy Malone.
Unfortunately, Covid-19 had other ideas,
and a week before our production
was due to take place, the UK entered
lockdown. While we may have missed
the opportunity to perform to an
audience, the hard work and dedication
of the cast and crew has been inspiring,
and I look forward to the day we can
resume rehearsals again.
In May, the Creative Arts department
celebrated VE Day, albeit remotely. The
department came together to produce
a radio documentary with contributions
from staff, students and external sources
to provide a thought-provoking and
insightful look at that particular day
in May 1945.

Finally, theatres may be shut but the
creative industries have been resourceful
in keeping the profession alive. During
lockdown I have been lucky enough to
interview various creative professionals
about the routes into the creative sector,
gaining insight into their lives through
our ’15 Questions With’ interview
series. KS4 students have particularly
benefitted from the interviews which
have shown that there is more to the
creative industries than just ‘actors’ and
‘acting’. All the interviews are available
via Firefly and on our KPS YouTube
channel.

The Arts
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Music at KPS has been enriched by
our ever-growing department and its
bustling diary of events. Each term has
been shaped by a new adventure, the
most notable of which was certainly the
first KPS Choir Tour. The voices of KPS
graced the Christmas markets of Bruges,
Brussels Cathedral and the Menin Gate;
each performance opportunity was
completely different from the next, yet
equally as rewarding.
The annual Carol Service was bigger
and better than ever. GCSE Music
students and the Chamber Ensemble
accompanied the KPS Choir, made
up of students and staff, as they sang
classic carols and other songs from their
Christmas repertoire that featured in
the tour. An incredible effort was put
into the intense rehearsal schedule
for one of the biggest events in the
school calendar, and the end result was
testament to the high level of musical
discipline, dedication, and commitment
of our school community.

Art
With rehearsals for Bugsy Malone,
the Spring Concert and Live Lounge
Gig well underway, the Spring Term
promised to be an exciting and busy
one. But as our world changed around
us, a new chapter began in remote
learning; an unfamiliar but welcome
change that allowed students to find
new, inventive ways to compose and
perform music, and challenge their
creative thought process to produce
musical works. Our visiting music
teachers continued to prepare their
pupils for the Virtual Summer Concert,
and have played an essential role in
preparing GCSE students for their
performances throughout the year.
Besides their outstanding music tuition,
they have made invaluable contributions
to our concerts and events which we are
very grateful for.
We look forward to welcoming you as
audience members once more now that
the light at the end of tunnel is in sight.

Over the course of the year, students in
the art department have been incredibly
busy making masterpieces and
expressing their creativity in a variety
of different ways. The year began with
The Big Draw Festival in October, during
which students explored the benefits
of drawing and being actively creative
to improve wellbeing. We hosted our
first ever Big Draw event, a life drawing
evening for parents and staff which
inspired the start of life drawing sessions
for GCSE art students each half-term.
Cross-curricular schemes of works are
fundamental to our curriculum and
the way in which KPS students work.
For Remembrance Day assembly,
students in Years 7-10 produced
artworks inspired by WW2 objects and
photographs, demonstrating their ability
to research historical data and work
in a contemporary style with artistic
influence. Our annual Christmas card
competition was once again popular this
year and students submitted imaginative
card designs. With a range of styles and
media, students demonstrated their
creative art skills which certainly helped
raise the sales!
At KPS, the art department not
only strives to develop students’ art
skills, but improve their confidence
and imagination and celebrate their
achievements. Each month, a student’s
work is chosen to go onto the ‘Artist of
the Month’ board which has evolved
into ‘Artist of the Week’ in the summer
term during remote learning. Students
have continued to demonstrate their
imagination and creative abilities
despite the challenges of not having
access to an art studio. Fantastic work!
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English & Languages

Unlocking our love of languages
and literature… a year in the Modern
Languages and English department

We have also been on a range of trips this year, connecting with many of the texts
studied by our students. Our ‘A Christmas Carol Ice Sculptures’ trip was wonderful,
and something quite different to the norm. Our pupils were able to walk to Hyde Park
and see the book come to life in giant ice sculptures - the ice sculpture slide was a
particularly special treat! We have been to the theatre to see A Christmas Carol at the
Old Vic, and our GCSE students enjoyed a performance of An Inspector Calls, their
English literature set text.
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Written by Miss Jones

English
This year in the English department, we
have enjoyed many successes in our
external creative writing competitions.
The ‘Through Their Eyes’ competition
challenged students to write a poem
from someone’s or something’s point
of view: they could interpret the themes
and ideas as they wished, and we had
some excellent pieces of work. The
published collection was delivered to
our KPS library for all pupils to read and
enjoy, and a copy will be placed in The
British Library as well, which is extremely
exciting for all our published authors!
The ‘Let it Snow’ collection will also
be in the British Library, ensuring there
will be a lasting record of our students’
creative achievements.

Internally, we have celebrated key
events such as World Book Day. This was
a real success and the pupils especially
enjoyed our ‘dress up as your favourite
character’ competition as well as the
chance to come and read with snacks
in the library classroom during lunch
time. For Shakespeare Day, we joined
forces with the Creative Arts department
for the #ShareYourShakespeare
initiative, with pupils re-creating key
Shakespearean scenes at home, some
through drawing and some even in
Lego! These are just some examples of
the way the department encourages a
love of subject beyond the walls of the
classroom.

“I really enjoyed the Christmas Carol trip
because we could enjoy the amazing performance
with all our friends. Also, I really enjoyed the
performance when they let the actors interact
with the audience. I enjoyed the actors costumes
and how the characters danced and sang
together” - Y7, Giulia

“I really enjoyed the Christmas Carol
trip because it was very fun. My
favourite part of the play was when
the ghost of the present said that she
always wanted to be called Brenda;
that made me really laugh! I also
really enjoyed it when all the food
came down the cloth towels from
the top of the theatre and into the
audience” - Y7, Sebastian

“I will honour Christmas in my heart,
and try to keep it all the year. I will
live in the Past, the Present, and
the Future. The Spirits of all Three
shall strive within me. I will not shut
out the lessons that they teach!” Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol

“It was calming and a really nice
thing to do at lunch” - Idil, Y9

“I really wanted this to
happen, so I’m really
pleased” - Julian, Y7

“The more that you read, the more
things you will know. The more that
you learn, the more places you’ll go.”
– Dr. Seuss

“I really liked how the lighting was used to create
tension, and all the sound effects in the background
made the scene more realistic. I didn’t like how
the Inspector and Sheila were flirting. I feel like
it ruined the plot. I would have preferred it to be
set in the living room like the play and not on a
battlefield. This play has helped me with my English
GCSE as it gave me a different perspective on the
characters, which I can use in my coursework
analysis.” - Y11, Romane

“I thought that the acting was very good and that the actors
were all perfect fits and they all did a fantastic job in acting
their individual roles. The directors also created a very fitting
setting and created a very immersive experience for the
audience. The music also added to overall effect especially at
times when things get dramatic. This will most definitely help
me with my GCSE as it allows for me to be able to write about
parts of the play and use that in my English essay showing
that I do have a deep understanding, having read both the
play and watched it.” - Y11, Hassan

@KPS

We were also able to celebrate another
successful Languages Week back
in October, putting on a range of
events, competitions, and assemblies
to demonstrate the importance of
languages. We started languages
week with a very interactive assembly,
including a Eurovision Song contest
in the houses, and a whole school
vocabulary quiz! Our native Italian
speakers also ran a brilliant alphabet
pronunciation lesson for the whole
school, and many other students
volunteered contributions to our bake
sale, which raised over £200 for KPS
CAN.
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This year, following on from the
success of our Library Champions in
the English department, we launched
our Languages Ambassador roles. Like
the Library Champions, their role has
been to inspire a love of languages and
to be ambassadors for the subject and
cultures of the languages we learn at
KPS. They have created and populated
their ‘Independence and Excellence
board’ brilliantly, and have certainly
contributed to the increased popularity
of languages at the school, which is so
pleasing to see. We love to foster and
encourage this sense of independence
and responsibility, and look forward to
choosing new Library Champions and
Languages Ambassadors in the new
school year.

The department has also enjoyed
celebrating Chinese New Year. We
held a whole school celebration on 21st
January, giving pupils the opportunity
to experience the exciting atmosphere
of the event, and understand Chinese
traditions and cultures outside the
classroom. All students joined the
Chinese circus workshop and had the
pleasure of practising and perfecting
their skills with both the diablo and plate
spinning tutorials! The school restaurant
also arranged a Chinese-themed menu
on the day; a selection of Chinese foods
was served, which students and staff
enjoyed very much.

2019- 2020 Language Ambassadors:
Andrea Y9
Matilde Y9
Omar Y8
Aaryan Y10
Deena Y8
Xuanyi Y8
Mariia Y8

In addition, the students from
KPS CAN spent their break and
lunch time selling fortune cookies
to their fellow students and staff.
We raised over £100 and received
plenty of advice, which for some
led to a fair amount of intrigue
about the year ahead.
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Humanities 2019 – 2020
Written by Miss Martin and the Humanities department

In the History Department, major events from Remembrance Day to the
75th Anniversary of VE day were marked with reflections on how different
our lives would have been had we lived through the events of that time.
In Religious Studies, students have thought about how they could explain
Christianity as a new religion in the years after Jesus was crucified. In
Geography, discussions have ranged from how students would choose
to spend aid money if they were working in the UN, to whether limited
water resources should be used for agriculture or industry.

As a faculty, we have made the most of
the opportunities on our doorstep to
enhance the learning in the classroom,
immersing ourselves in our subjects to
gain a better understanding of events
and their impact.
Year 7 students visited one of London’s
most famous landmarks: the Tower of
London. They retraced the steps of
William the Conqueror, who built this
iconic fortress to defend and proclaim
his royal power. Nothing like it had
ever been seen in England before
1066. The students were given a tour
by a costumed session presenter who
introduced them to the many sights
of the Tower: the Royal Armouries,
St. John’s Chapel, and the famous
Crown Jewels. The visit made a vivid
impression on the students as the
mighty castle still dominates the skyline
and is a point of reference for Londoners
and history scholars alike.

Year 10 Religious Studies GCSE students
took a trip to the National Gallery to see
how key moments from the Bible have
been depicted by Europe’s great artists.
From Poussin’s The Adoration of the
Golden Calf to Caravaggio’s The Supper
at Emmaus the trip was a wonderful
opportunity to explore the various ways in
which the Bible has inspired the visual arts.

The Year 13 Geographers attended
a training session at the LookOut
learning centre in Hyde Park for their
geography coursework preparation. The
students developed an understanding
of how to plan, perform, analyse and
conclude a geographical investigation
and assessed the impact of Hyde Park
on our sense of place in London. This
included measuring noise levels, moods
and emotions and undertaking covert
observations. The visit was both useful
and enjoyed by all!

The extra-curricular activities run by
the Humanities faculty are some of the
most popular in the school. Philosophy
club has seen the development of new
theories, whilst the Sustainability Group
has implemented new and creative
ways to encourage increased recycling
throughout the school.
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Maths

Maths 2019 - 2020
Written by Mr Wong

This year has seen some great successes
in the Mathematics Department at KPS
Lower School. In February, 19 students
entered the UKMT Intermediate
Mathematics Challenge, with nine
students achieving commendation
certificates. One of these certificates
was a Gold award for Devika, a top
mathematician of the future. Devika’s
result enabled her to qualify for a
subsequent stage, the UKMT Kangaroo.
Devika sat the paper the day before
schools were closed so we do not know
her result yet, but we certainly have high
hopes for her!
Towards the latter part of the remotelearning period, in an effort to give our
students a break from relentless screen
work, the Mathematics Department
asked our Year 7 and Year 8 students
to undertake some experimental
kinematics tasks. Students enjoyed
the ball-throwing experiment, which
involved throwing a tennis ball up
in the air as high as they could. The
students were surprised to see that
just by measuring the time it took from
leaving their hand to hitting the ground,
they were able to estimate both the
impact velocity on the ground and the
maximum height the ball reached.

A special mention must also
go to our Year 11 students.
Despite challenging
circumstances they
persevered with their studies
and spent the latter half of
the summer term preparing
for the Sixth Form with an
introduction to A level topics.
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A year of Science
Written by Mrs Emerton and Mr Wong
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Science

In the autumn term, Kensington Park School held a blockbuster event in the Lower School– Biology Week! It
opened with a bang as we listened to Mr McMinn’s original song on the theme of complex scientific words. The
week’s assemblies also covered topics such as rhinoceros conservation and the history of London Zoo, the latter of
which coincided with a trip to the zoo for Years 7 and 8. Whilst at the zoo, students competed in a scavenger hunt
in their houses, collecting evidence as photos on their phones. They also had talks on climate change and animals
under threat. Meanwhile, Year 9 had a photographic treasure hunt and behind-the-scenes spirit tour in the Natural
History Museum. Year 10 and Year 12 students also came together for an afternoon investigating antibody testing.

Thanks to our biology bake sale, we managed to raise
money which we then donated to Helping Rhinos.
Natalie discusses the incredible charity, Helping Rhinos, from our Biology Week Assembly...

“On Wednesday we had an assembly
about the charity Helping Rhinos.
Thanks to our biology bake sale, we
managed to raise money which we
then donated to Helping Rhinos.
This is an extremely important cause,
because rhinos are in constant danger
of being attacked by poachers and
they need all the protection and help
they can get. Nature conservation is
incredibly important, mainly because
lots of animals are in critical danger of
becoming extinct. This is why I think if
anyone is interested, they should donate
to Helping Rhinos.”

Arina Y8

“I enjoyed the workshop in which we learnt
more about how climate change impacts
animals. We learnt about four animals that
were endangered due to this.”

“This was an incredibly powerful
assembly, and one that really taught us
about the importance of protecting all
animals on our planet.”

Karine Y7

“I really loved the sloths and how we
also got to learn about the poaching –
we understood a lot more about what
happens to animals the wild”

Felix Y7

“The flamingos were majestic”

Mohammed Y7

“The penguins were cute and
they brought me joy”

Skyla Y7

“The giraffes were so beautiful”

In March, the Lower School enjoyed
a second scientific-themed week, this
time with the inclusion of physics and
chemistry. Two assemblies on human
evolution traced fossil evidence from our
earliest ape ancestors to homosapiens,
with three specially written booklets
explaining evolution and the origin of
life. Year 7 and 8 students in STEM
club presented a comedic play they
had written about the 18th century
chemist Henry Cavendish, kick-starting
their YouTube careers (complete with
experiments live on stage!). A visiting
speaker from Imperial College London
wowed Year 10 students with a talk

on cosmology and the history of the
universe. Cross-curricular events also
took place, such as a SciArt competition
on the theme of ’our diverse planet’,
discovering Chinese animals in Mandarin
Club, and making bath bombs in
Sustainability Club.
In the Sixth Form, our mature scientists
have had a productive year filled with
discovery, exploration, and excitement.
The autumn term started with our Year
13 student, Zoe, winning the inaugural
KPS Science Essay competition with
her extremely well-researched essay on
‘Why We Sleep’.

The spring term gave Sixth Form
students plenty of opportunities to shine
and demonstrate their honed skills.
Our physicists took part in the Physics
Olympiad Challenge and chemists
participated in the Cambridge Chemistry
Challenge. They celebrated Science
Week in February by exploring diversity
in science, including the diversity of
structures in the periodic table, diversity
of physicists, and biodiversity in biology.
Other departments also joined the party
with English students exploring the
diversity of their cultures, such as the
range of languages that they speak and
food that they eat.
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In the summer term, students had the chance
to learn in a style more akin to undergraduate
study by attending lectures on psychology and
lectures on cancer given by Dr Maroon. The
students also worked their way through online
courses on platforms such as EdX and Coursera.
The courses, designed by top universities
such as Harvard, covered topics including
Controlling Epidemics, Genes in Behaviour and
Neuroscience, and Controlling Chronic Diseases.
We are extremely proud of our Year 13 students,
many of whom have secured offers to study
competitive science courses such as Astrophysics,
Biomedical Science, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Medicine
and Pharmacy at top tier universities such as KCL,
UCL and QMW.
Whilst the summer term was certainly a challenge
for science department, we couldn’t be prouder
of how our students and staff have risen to the
challenge and showcased typical KPS traits:
maturity, innovation and tenacity.

@KPS

Sports round up!
Written by Miss Farmer, Mr Brazier and Mr Mitchell

Sports

It’s been an exciting and eventful
year for sport at Kensington Park
School. We have seen a whole host
of new sports within PE and Games
lessons, as well as new fixtures and
competitions that our students
have entered and excelled in from
Year 7 up to Year 11.
The autumn term kicked off with football
and netball in our Games lessons as well
as our autumn fixtures. The term was
golden for the KPS footballers, for both
the U13 and U15 Boys and mixed teams.
Our development side secured wins in
many fixtures, while our As averaged
an 85% win record. KPS also took part
in the HUB Cup at Regents Park; our
students finished 3rd in their group,
demonstrating fantastic teamwork and
skill acquisition. Multiple hat-tricks were
scored this season by both Joseph and
Lucas, with Yusuf saving the first and
only KPS penalty, securing a win for the
U13s!
Having played against a handful of local
London schools with strong sporting
prowess, KPS FC’s first full football
season was fierce and competitive, yet
enjoyed by all.
Swimming was also a key feature,
both in PE lessons and at regional
competition level. Five students took
part in the latter, including Amelia, who
missed out by just milliseconds in the
girls’ butterfly to go on to Nationals.
Well done Amelia!

A new year and a new spring term
opened us up to new opportunities
as we became members of Active
Westminster and the London Schools
Athletics Association, providing us
with even more competition. Our U13
Netball teams were entered into a
weekly league in Pimlico where they
were able to be challenged and put
their Games practice to very good
use. Our U15/U16 girls’ netball team
took part in fixtures, both home and
away, with local schools, while our
cross-country runners entered the
London School Athletics Cross-Country
Championships. Two of our runners
qualified for English Schools: Tyler from
Year 9 and Adela from Year 8. Adela
then went on to represent Team London
at the English Schools Cross-Country
Championships in Liverpool. Well done
to both!
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In January we moved from football to
rugby, and the students’ commitment to
this physical sport really shone through.
The season was elevated by students
voluntarily attending training come rain
or shine, and applying themselves in
lessons to improve their understanding
of the game. The KPS U13s and U15s
rugby teams faced some challenging
opponents in both contact and touch
rugby, but were able to secure highscoring victories before the season
was cut short. The adaptability of each
student meant that regardless of the
conditions of the game, each individual
embraced their own strengths on
the pitch, and used it to the team’s
advantage.

Our summer term presented us with
new challenges in the form of a shift
to remote teaching and learning for
the whole school during a worldwide
pandemic. However, this did not stop
sport and instead encouraged us to
explore new ways of keeping our
bodies and minds fit and healthy. PE
and Games lessons became interactive
through our internet devices, with
‘Stay at Home’ workouts, and theory
lessons about the human body, training
methods and the history of sport.
Students began to follow the now
famous Joe Wicks’ ‘The Body Coach’
live workouts for inspiration to then
design – and even host to the class
- their own exercises! A KPS Strava
Sports Club has also been launched
for students, staff and even parents
to recreate a virtual KPS Community
with running, cycling, yoga and other
exercises, all the while adhering to
government rules and regulations
around sport and exercise.

Overall, this academic year for KPS sport
has been one of triumph, adaptation and
constant striving to learn.
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A level Result

Congratulations to students
at Kensington Park School on
achieving outstanding A level
and GCSE results, despite the
unique and challenging conditions
that were faced in the 2019-2020
academic year.

Kensington Park School
students secure exceptional
A level and GCSE grades
in Summer 2020.

Sixth Form: 66% A-A*
Based on centre assessments, taking
into account the students’ hard work,
dedication and focus over the two-year
period, Kensington Park School students
have excelled in securing top grades,
overtaking the UK national average
significantly.
In the Sixth Form, 66% of students
achieved an A – A*. The highest
performing subject, with 100% of
all students scoring an A – A*, was
Chemistry, followed by Maths, Politics
and Psychology.
Interim Headmaster, Mr Stephen Mellor,
congratulated all students on their
achievements, “KPS is proud to have
a Sixth Form which provides a wide
range of opportunities alongside the
achievement of outstanding academic
results. I congratulate all our young
men and women who have added so
much to the life of the school.”

Special recognition goes to the following
students who achieved tremendous
results:
• Zoe, A* A* A* UCL, Psychology
• Kitty, A* A* A* University of
Birmingham, Law
• Zara, A* A* A* A UCL, Psychology &
Language Sciences
• Alex, A* A* A University of
Warwick, mathematics
• Khashayar, A* A* A Kings College
London, Medicine

GCSE: 65% A-A*
Kensington Park School students have
much to be proud of with impressive
results from our first, inaugural, GCSE
cohort.
With a small cohort of Year 11 students,
65% achieved grades 9 - 7 (equivalent
to A* - A). Compared to England’s
average of 27% scoring 9 – 7, Kensington
Park School results are exceptionally
commendable.

Maths and Computer Science, in
particular, deserve special mention with
100% of students scoring grades 9 – 6.
“The students should be immensely
proud of their achievements as well as
their individual and collective work
ethic. They continued their studies all
the way through the summer term and
showed beyond doubt how committed
to their education they are. I would
like to thank the students for their
remarkable resilience and the staff for
their unwavering support.” remarked
Mr Stephen Mellor.
All of our students deserve the highest
praise. We would also like to recognise
and congratulate the following students
for their superb individual performance:
Layan: six subjects with 9 grades and
three subjects with 8 grades
Arun: seven subjects with 9 grades, one
8 grade, one 7 grade, and one 6 grade
Teagan: three subjects with 9 grades,
two 8 grades, two 7 grades and two 6
grades

A level Result
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Co-curricular

CO-CURRICULAR
THRIVES
Written by Mr Gosden, Deputy Head of KPS Lower School

If you have attended one of our
Open Evenings at Kensington
Park School, it is very likely that
you will have heard me talk about
rainforests. I draw a comparison
between the deforestation of
natural eco-systems and the
emergence of straight-lined
palm oil plantations that we see
all too often in South East Asia,
and independent schooling in
the UK. So many schools are
slaves to exam preparation - 7+,
11+, 13+, 16+, not to mention the
constant testing and assessment
- that they miss opportunities

to develop a love of learning
among students; an interest in
our social impact and democracy
in our community; a thirst for
charity; or an ability to analyse
and interpret the immaterial or
spiritual aspects of our lives.
Assessment, that is, knowing
where you are, what you need to
do, and where you need to be is,
of course, key to critiquing our
own learning, but there’s so much
more to schooling in the UK than
purely exams and preparing for
them.
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Co-curricular

Students have built robots; written
poems and essays; performed jazz
standards; rehearsed lines and prepared
lighting plans; fundraised; boxed; won
(and lost!) fixtures in new sports; enjoyed
philosophy debates; and developed
their linguistic skills in our various
languages societies. They have drawn;
experimented in science; played chess;
sung in cathedrals in Europe; camped
in tents; cycled; written songs; played
table tennis; and so much more.

This year, the school council has
been influential in helping the senior
management team understand and
develop the way the school functions.
They have helped improve not only our
physical space and routines, but also our
understanding of our identity as a school
in light of the murder of George Floyd
in the US. Their views on discrimination
in the world were remarkably robust and
clear. Their values will continue to flow
through the roots and branches of KPS.
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Two years into life at Kensington Park
School and our co-curricular scene
continues to present a rich array of clubs
and societies, enabling us to broaden
the horizons of our students; stretch
their limits; and allow them to enter
into a discourse about their cultures,
lives and futures. Humility, humour,
judgement, perspective, curiosity and
fairness are all visible attributes of a KPS
student; and yet we also see ambition,
drive, zest, leadership and bravery in
their work.

@KPS

Our KPS eco-system is still relatively
fledgling, however, students are thriving
in a rich environment with the right
conditions in which to grow and reap the
fruits of their labours. Each of our students
is unique – there is no ‘KPS student’ as
you so often hear in schools, rather a rich
diversity of young adults who all share
our values and ethos as a school, in an
environment that blends academia with
personal growth and enrichment.

@KPS

Online learning perspectives

How we’ve adapted to online
teaching and learning…
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Written by various staff members and students

Science
Despite the challenges of remote
learning, pupils at KPS remained
committed to furthering their scientific
understanding, both through words
and images and through their own
investigations.
Year 7 and 8 classes used their time
to explore the nature around their
homes, using recycled materials to
make shelters and to provide food for
both vertebrates and invertebrates.
They also practiced the art of scientific
drawing to record their findings, just as
explorers have done in the past. They
were encouraged to look at the world
around them through new eyes, with Mr
McMinn recording and commenting on
the bird activity in his local park. Finally,
students were encouraged to think about

the sustainability of our planet, following
an online cookery class which used meal
worms as a source of protein in cupcakes
(many resorted to raisins instead!)
In Year 9 chemistry, students made their
own red cabbage indicator and tested
a range of household liquids. Year 10
students were encouraged to enter ideas
for their own “design a human” project,
analysing some of the tell-tale signs of
our evolutionary journey.

Scan me for Arina’s Shadow
Puppet show

In physics, students explored the realms
of outer space, and were invited to create
a blog post about an at-home project
to share with the school community.
They also made their own videos
demonstrating physical separation
techniques which were shared with other
pupils and uploaded on to Firefly.

Scan me for Evelina’s
Shadow Puppet show

Mandarin

Geography

In the summer term, during our
remote learning period, we have been
successfully running the Mandarin
HSK Qualification Club with excellent
attendance. HSK is a valued and
worthwhile certificate, which is widely
used to assess learners’ Mandarin
proficiency. 12 of our Year 7 and Year
8 pupils have signed up and are
enjoying the sessions. Their enthusiasm
and love of Mandarin was especially
encouraging during the lockdown
period, and it is fantastic to see this
independence and academic challenge
coming from our younger pupils.
Moreover, it is truly great to see they
have been so engaged and proactive in
lessons, speaking out as much as they
can in Mandarin to use the language
in real contexts. A big thumbs up to
them for keeping up their learning and
their clubs with such passion in these
unprecedented times!

I have become more creative in my
teaching, and students have had more
of an opportunity to explore their own
interests relating to the topics we have
studied. For example, in Year 8 we
studied tropical rainforests. The students
wrote diaries of their ‘experiences’ in
the Peruvian Amazon. Some chose to
be eco tourists, others were from local
tribes, and one student pretended to be
the President of the country looking for
economic opportunities.

@KPS
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English and Creative
Arts
Earlier in the remote learning period,
students in Years 7 and 9 watched the
National Theatre Live performance of
Frankenstein and created reviews and
images inspired by this performance:
It was great to be able to continue to
take pupils on ‘trips’ remotely, linking it
to their class topic of The Gothic.

Computer Science
We are teaching our full timetable,
which means preparing lunch for my
children and myself every day has been
an added challenge! Fortunately, we
have 75 minutes to do this! This period
has made me realise how much we take
Curie and the catering team at KPS for
granted.
After two weeks, I have adapted to using
Microsoft OneNote and Teams and am
more able to read the students’ emotions
without seeing their faces. We have also
adapted to students dropping in and
out of online lessons due to connection

issues, leading us to communicate with
them via email so that they do not fall
behind on any of their work.
The students have been learning about
computer hardware and robots during
lockdown; I look forward to them
learning how to actually program robots
when we return.
So, can we teach online? – Yes! Is it
the same as teaching in a classroom? –
No! Can this be a successful business
model? – Yes! This unusual summer
term has led me to foresee changes to
how we practise education and teaching,
and that adapting to change is what we
as humans are good at.

Creative Arts
Year 7 and 8 students were tasked
with making their own shadow puppet
plays/ scenes as part of our KPS Duke
of Edinburgh At Home challenge
during lockdown, and we received some
spectacular submissions! A variety of
shadow and sunshine fairy tale and
adventure stories were depicted by the
students, such as ‘Little Red Riding
Hood’ and ‘Hansel and Gretel’.
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Boarding House

Tales
from the
Boarding
House
Written by Mr Rogers, Head of Boarding

The academic year got off to a great
start, with many new, excited faces
of both staff and students. Sally, Elle
and Ryan all joined the boarding team
and have added tremendously to our
community. Our returning students
provided a great welcome to those new
to PBH and quickly helped them settle
in. There was a warm atmosphere in the
house as our boarders mixed together
and began to forge friendships which we
hope will last long after they leave PBH.
A wide variety of activities have taken
place over the course of the year,
including trips to the Tower of London,
School of Rock musical, Greenwich
Observatory, as well as ice skating
at the Natural History Museum. Our

weekly co-curricular programme has
grown with Football Club being one of
the most popular choices. The autumn
term rounded off with the annual
Christmas party, hosted in Kensington
Park School’s beautiful dining room in
Bayswater. The students were served a
delicious three course meal prepared by
our catering team.
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I would like to thank our Deputy Head
of Boarding, Paula, for all the hard work
she put in in my absence during our first
term. The students were very fortunate
to be the recipients of her enthusiasm,
commitment and support of their
welfare and happiness.
After a well-deserved Christmas break,
the house re-opened with a bang to
mock examinations and a healthy
pace of productivity. It was pleasing to
see the students’ work-life balance in
action during this time as several senior
students took the intrepid journey across
London to Essex to try their hand at
paintballing. The adverse weather did
not dampen their spirits or enjoyment as
a muddied but smiling cohort returned
from their adventure, having shared a
brilliant experience together.

The Wellbeing and Awareness
calendar has thrived with
initiatives covering Chinese
New Year, World Book Day,
International Women’s Day,
LGBT+ History Month, Children’s
Mental Health Week, and our
Valentine’s Day Fundraiser in aid
of Alzheimer’s Research UK.

In one of the more unusual summer terms that PBH has
experienced, opportunities were not missed. Sally’s cooking
masterclasses were well received, particularly for those with a
sweeter tooth. A first experience was again shared in the mastery
of recreational British summer park sports. Sunrays were soaked
up, ice cream was eaten and it was agreed that Boules and
French cricket are not games for the faint hearted. The end of an
academic year is one of mixed emotions; optimism for what is
ahead, mixed with fond reflection of what has passed.

With that in mind, I would like to wish all
of our leavers the best for their futures;
we hope to see you again. We look forward
to our returning students coming back
in September and welcoming our new
boarders to our home.
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Hello from our new teachers
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Noa Cebon

Alice Pickard

Leelaa Agravat

Abigail Gammon

Amber Zhang

Craig Sullivan

I have always seen Classics as
a fascinating window into the
language and culture of people who
lived and thrived thousands of years
ago. While studying at the University
of Manchester, I was able to explore
in depth some of the subjects and
peoples that often get overlooked
in Classics, such as the women of
ancient Rome as well as those forced
under Roman rule, like the Egyptians.
I believe it is absolutely crucial to
hear their voices, which is why my
Year 7 group will be using a new
textbook that is all about them.

I grew up in Harrogate, North
Yorkshire, before moving to
Cambridge to read Modern and
Medieval Languages. I focused on
French and Spanish, the subjects I
will be teaching at KPS, but also had
the opportunity to study Catalan
and Portuguese. I spent my year
abroad in Madrid, where I studied
Spanish history and French at the
Universidad Complutense and then,
because I couldn’t bear to leave, I
found a summer internship with a
subtitling agency.

I am originally from Greater
Manchester, growing up within
walking distance of the Peak District.
I studied history at the University
of Nottingham, completing my
final year dissertation on the
environmental and ecological history
of the tiger in India.

I am beyond excited to join
Kensington Park School as a Teacher
of English in September! I am most
looking forward to meeting and
teaching all of the wonderful pupils
at Kensington Park School and
offering them the best education
possible.

I’m very much looking forward
to starting my role as Teacher of
Biology and science at Kensington
Park School. I’m especially looking
forward to meeting all the staff
and students, and running a club
focusing on ecology and the
environment.

After graduating from Nottingham,
I worked in the Supreme Court’s
Communications Department and
undertook some volunteer work.
After completing my QTS and NQT
with the University of Manchester,
I taught in Greater Manchester,
and am now very excited to start
at Kensington Park School and to
inspire students to be curious about
history.

I graduated from the University of
Reading in 2014, with a BA Honours
degree in English Literature. While
at university, I studied a wide-range
of modules, but really found my
passion in literature of the early
modern period and the Renaissance,
writing my dissertation on John
Donne’s elegies and the cultural
politics of the 1590s. I took a year out
before starting my PGCE, and have
now been teaching for five years.
During this time, I have taken on a
number of different roles, including,
becoming Head of KS3 at my
previous school. In my free time, I
enjoy amateur photography, baking
and yoga. During the school holidays,
I like to travel and most recently
spent the summer exploring Bali
and Japan. My two favourite novels
are The Great Gatsby and Captain
Corelli’s Mandolin.

Having studied Computer
Engineering at the University of
British Columbia and worked as
a professional consultant in the
industry, I increasingly believe
that Computer Science has now
become a fundamental science akin
to mathematics and physics. Its
wide application has completely
reshaped our daily lives and modern
industries. However, having learnt
programming from scratch myself
after starting university, I also realise
the very limited exposure young
children have to this important
subject. Coming from a family
of dedicated teachers, I decided
I wanted to use my professional
knowledge in this field to inspire
future generations. With this in
mind, I trained as a teacher at King’s
College London.

My real passion for teaching began
when I worked as a mentor and
classroom assistant in a residential
school for Aboriginal students in
North-Western Australia. Working
with the students each day to help
them achieve their personal goals
helped me to realise that this is what
I enjoy doing most!
As well as teaching, I have always
loved music (much like Dr Franzoni!)
I play the piano and violin, and have
recently started singing lessons. I
have also been honing my cooking
and bead embroidery skills during
the lockdown, and playing with my
two kittens.

Following my undergraduate degree,
I did an MA in Applied Translation
Studies at the University of Leeds
and undertook a 6-month translation
traineeship at the European
Parliament in Luxembourg. I worked
as a freelance translator after this,
however, I decided I needed more
human contact and wanted to get
into teaching. I had already taught
English as an additional language
at summer schools and knew it was
something I would really enjoy.
Besides teaching, I love travelling
–not very surprising for a language
teacher! Before starting my PGCE,
I backpacked around Asia for four
months, and just before lockdown I
was fortunate enough to spend some
time exploring Argentina. In my free
time, I enjoy watching films, often in
foreign languages, as well as baking
and origami. I’m excited about the
many extra-curricular clubs at KPS
and I hope I can add to the extensive
list with either a film or origami club!

Outside of work, I love to cook and
take cooking classes such as sushi
and doughnut making. I regularly
attend music concerts and enjoy
travelling; I am hoping to travel
around America in the near future. I
go back to Manchester as often as I
can and love spending time with my
family.

I am excited to join KPS in the
coming September as Teacher of
Computer Science and Mathematics;
the latter being the basis of all
sciences. I hope that this unique
opportunity will enable me to take
a holistic and integrated view in
teaching STEM subjects.
In my spare time I enjoy checking
out new technologies, reading and
outdoor activities. Since I moved to
London I have also been fascinated
by its art, music, and theatre scenes
and the museums.

I completed my medical degree in
2005 and worked as a physician for
12 years. Having decided it was time
to pursue a new career, I gained a
place on the PGCE programme at
Kings. Since then I have worked at
Prendergast School as a Teacher of
Science and Biology, which I have
thoroughly enjoyed.
In my spare time, I read a lot of
fiction, mostly science-fiction and
fantasy, and am writing my own
novel in this genre. I am also learning
Spanish at the moment, which I am
really enjoying (and am planning on
using as an excuse for trips to Spain
and South America, when travelling
becomes possible).
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Matthew Travers

Hannah Hurrell

Morgan Jackson

Jake Telford

I am really looking forward to joining
the humanities team at Kensington
Park School as Teacher of Religious
Education. I studied Theology and
Religion at Durham University and
went on to undertake a PGCE at
The University of Oxford where I
taught in a nearby mixed academy.
There has never been a more
important time to think critically
and independently about the world
around us and I am greatly excited
to have the opportunity to equip
the pupils of Kensington Park
with these skills for life. I am also
looking forward to moving back
to London where I will be able to
take full advantage of my season
ticket at my beloved West Ham
United, and I can only hope that
by the start of next term they will
still be in the Premiership! When
I am not watching my hopes and
dreams be crushed by mediocre
football, I enjoy being outside and
keeping active (I have spent my last
3 summer holidays working as a
summer camp counsellor at a YMCA
summer camp in Maryland, USA).
As I’m sure you can imagine, the
current circumstances were not how I
imagined spending this summer, but
I am appreciating the extra time I get
to spend with family as well as catch
up on some reading. I hope you are
all keeping safe and well, and I look
forward to meeting everyone come
September.

I am really looking forward to
joining Kensington Park School as
a maths teacher. I proudly hail from
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, but I
have lived in South West London
for the last five years and I enjoy the
better climate and living near to the
Thames.

I am originally from Sydney
Australia, but I have lived in
England for the past two years.
I completed my undergraduate
degree at the University of Sydney,
graduating with double honors
in English Literature and Studies
in Religion. I also completed my
Masters in English Literature at the
University of Sydney, with a focus
on the Poetry of Andrew Marvell
and the Cambridge Platonists. Last
year I completed my Masters in
Philosophical Theology at Durham
University, where I focused on the
work of Immanuel Kant. Before
accepting my post at KPS as an
English teacher, I considered a role
in the Australian Government, but
decided that teaching was where I
wanted to be. In the not-too-distant
future I plan to pursue my Doctoral
studies on Kant as I am passionate
about research and higher education.

Having spent my own education in
an all-boys environment and then
my first teaching post in The Tiffin
Girls’ School, I am intrigued by the
impact that gender can have on
engagement and A level choices in
the Sciences. This intrigue is what
led me to research this in more detail
in an M.Sc. in Learning and Teaching
at Oxford University.

I studied Economics for my
undergraduate degree at Manchester
University, and subsequently worked
in Marketing in London for a couple
of years. However, I have always had
a desire to teach, and since deciding
to do my teaching training I have
never looked back. I find teaching
children very rewarding and full of
surprises.
Having completed my PGCE Maths
at the University of Oxford, I have
spent the last four years working at
the Harrodian School in Barnes.
In my spare time I like to be sociable
and active. I enjoy long bike rides in
South West London, am a member of
a local netball league and am trying
to get better at running! In lockdown
I have enjoyed the slower pace of
life and tried to take up baking
sourdough and complete a calming
colouring book.

In my spare time (if I am not working
on my academic publications!), I
am either playing tennis or football,
experimenting in the kitchen,
planning my next holiday, gaming,
reading, or pondering/ discussing
the existential and philosophical
questions that plague the human
psyche. For most of my adolescent
life up until the age of 21 I played
Premier League football in Australia
and considered a career in football.
An unsuccessful trial with the
Australian Nation Team lead me to
reconsider my decision. However,
I still have a profound love and
respect for the game: I am an ardent
Manchester United supporter and
have been since the golden days of
David Beckham and Mark Bosnich.

Another passion of mine is education
in the developing world. Last
summer I worked in a school with
very limited resources in South India,
delivering INSET to teachers. The
experience was incredibly valuable
to everyone involved. I returned
to school after the summer with
an entirely new perspective on
education.
My previous roles have included
STEM coordinator and Head of
Year 10. More recently I was Head of
Physics in a GDST school.
When not working I am a keen
runner and cyclist; you may see me
commuting to school wearing my
fluorescent yellow arm bands!
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Academic Summer School

KPS’ ACADEMIC
SUMMER SCHOOL
Written by Miss Neil

Each pathway has subject
specific excursions every
Wednesday. On these days, you’ll
see our students all over London
with their teachers, exploring
the many world class museums,
galleries, exhibitions, theatres,
parks and universities related
to their chosen pathway. We are
fortunate to have partnerships
with many local London groups,
who often give our summer
students behind-the-scenes
access to learn how their
businesses are operated. In the
past, we visited the Royal Court
Theatre in South Kensington
where the director gave our
Drama & Theatre Studies
students tickets to a show that
night, and treated them to a
backstage tour. Our Engineering
& Computing guest speaker
works at Imperial College
London and took us on a tour of
the engineering lab there, which
was a very special experience.

We look forward to
welcoming our 2021
Academic Summer
School students into our
KPS community!
Summer programmes were
a challenge for everyone
this year, but we are already
looking forward to our 2021
KPS Academic Summer School.
It is joy to welcome students
from all over the UK and the
world to KPS and our beautiful
boarding house for this two-week
residential course. While many
summer courses take place in
the British countryside, ours is
unique in that we are a central

London summer programme.
We like to say that London is our
classroom!
Summer 2021 students can
choose from one of eight
academic pathways to explore
in-depth for two weeks. Students
are guided through university
and career options, whilst also
developing the critical thinking,
leadership, and communication
skills which are vital to success
in the 21st century.

The pathways are as follows:
• Art and Design
• Business and Finance
• Drama and Theatre Studies
• Engineering and Computing
• English Language
• Law, Politics and
International Relations
• Leadership, Innovation and
Entrepreneurism
• Medicine
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Taking our Easter
Revision courses online!

Easter Revision

Written by Miss Neil

In the weeks leading up to the start of
our 2020 Easter Revision programme,
the country went into lockdown and
exams were cancelled. This proved to
be a challenge we were ready to take on!
As in previous years, we had students
studying GCSE and A levels set to come
to us from all over London, the UK and
Europe to be taught core topics and
exam techniques by our fantastic KPS
teaching team. This is an opportunity
for students from both state and

independent schools to have dedicated
revision time over the three week spring
holiday period.
We even adapted our standard
programme in favour of excellent online
tuition, provided by our teachers who
came to the rescue via Microsoft Teams.
An amazing achievement considering
that it was a very last minute pivot
to virtual teaching and learning. One
student had signed up to revise GCSE

English and History, but with the
cancellation of exams, he wanted to
focus on preparing for his A levels in
Government and Politics and History.
Our History teacher was able to provide
lessons on political ideologies and Miss
Jones, our Head of English, created
a programme in which she helped to
prepare him for A level writing tasks.
A testament to the adaptability of our
staff, by the end of the course we were
remotely supporting students who were
based in the UK, France, Italy and the
Netherlands.

“We were extremely happy with the
organisation and quality of teaching
we experienced with KPS in their
Easter Revision programme. In
particular, their flexibility to design a
programme unique to our son’s subject
interests. We worked with KPS during
the COVID-19 lockdown and were
easily able to use their technology,
which provided a smooth learning
experience for exchange and feedback.
We will be back for another session I
am sure. Thank you KPS!”
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Open Evening

• Thurs 15 Oct 2020
• Weds 18 Nov 2020
• Thurs 28 Jan 2021
• Tues 02 March 2021

• Thurs 10 Sept 2020
• Tues 13 Oct 2020
• Weds 11 Nov 2020
• Thurs 14 Jan 2021

Because your
daughter is
scholarly…
Explore how Kensington Park School develops
academic abilities. Register to attend an Open
Evening www.kps.co.uk/openevening

• Tues 09 Feb 2021

Sixth Form
Open Evening
dates

Lower School
Open Evening
dates
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Kensington Park School, Sixth Form

Kensington Park School, Years 7-11

59 Queen’s Gate, South Kensington,
London, SW7 5JP

40-44 Bark Place, London, W2 4AT

T: +44 (0)20 7225 0577
E: registrar@kps.co.uk

T: +44 (0)20 7616 4400
E: registrar@kps.co.uk
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